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The Contribution concept for the control of a manufacturing
multi-criteria performance improvement
L. Berrah1 · V. Clivillé1 · J. Montmain2 · G. Mauris1

Abstract By dealing with an overall manufacturing performance improvement context, we introduce in this paper the
“improvement contribution” concept. A framework that integrates such a concept to the quantification of a multi-criteria
interacting performance is proposed. The improvement contribution is defined as a new intelligent functionality that
quantifies the impact of the improvement of a single (or a
set of) mono-criterion performance(s) on the improvement
of an overall performance. When performances are interacting, the quantification of such a contribution cannot be direct.
The proposed approach consists of an extension of a previously developed Performance Measurement System (PMS).
The considered PMS integrates an aggregation operator—the
Choquet Integral (CI)—for the expression of an overall performance by handling weights and interactions between the
mono-criterion performances. The principles of the improvement contribution and its quantification are thus presented in
addition to the way the improvement contribution can be used
for helping decision-makers in their manufacturing improvement control. As an illustration, the use of these contributions
within successive iterations of improvement actions is shown
using a case study submitted by the SME Fournier Company.

Fournier Company is a French manufacturer of kitchen and bathroom
furniture.
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Introduction - Problem statement
According to their context, manufacturing companies fix
their strategies and define their objectives. The objectives
are generally various and numerous, declared with regards
to the success performance criteria of the companies. Once
the objectives are declared, actions are planned and executed in order to achieve the objectives (Kaplan and Norton
1992). The results are then checked and decisions are taken,
concerning the definition of new objectives, the reconfiguration of the business units or the manufacturing processes…
These iterative steps are referred to as the well-known continuous performance improvement cycle, Plan-Do-Check-Act
(PDCA) (Imai 1986; Ohno 1988).
Our study subscribes to the continuous improvement of
an overall manufacturing performance. Such a performance
can be seen either as an overall expression or as a vector of elementary performances. The overall performance
becomes multi-criteria while the elementary performances
are mono-criterion. Within this framework, the overall performance improvement can be achieved in numerous ways,
namely according to different possible action plans. Indeed,
an overall performance improvement that depends on a set of
mono-criterion performance improvements can be achieved
by enhancing the improvement of one single particular performance or a particular subset of such performances… To
be more precise, the nature of the action, the performance on
which it impacts, its ranking among all the planned actions,
the number of times it is launched… all characterise an action
plan and makes such a plan not unique. Action plans can

also vary with regards to the decision-maker in charge of
the improvement “philosophy”. Hence, action plans are not
necessarily similar, inducing for each of them, a particular
strategy of improvement. One can prefer a regular balanced
improvement while another looks for a quick and spectacular
improvement with regards to a pre-selected mono-criterion
performance. The choice of the improvement action plan thus
depends on the preferences of the decision-maker as well as
on the company context (Oztemel 2010).
According to all these considerations, the contribution
concept, which is generally defined as: “the part played by a
person or thing in bringing about a result or helping something to advance” (Oxford dictionary 2016) can be applied
for the handling of the impact of the improvement of a set
of mono-criterion performances into the overall performance
improvement.
The aim of this study is specifically the identification, i.e.
the definition and the quantification of such an improvement
contribution. Even if it is intuitive, the use of the contribution notion for manufacturing control or, more widely,
for decision-making is rather new. By assuming that PMS’s
(Performance Measurement Systems) are the tools, that are
dedicated to provide the useful performance pieces of information for the control, we present hereafter a brief analysis
of what is proposed to support control for a continuous performance improvement. Note that other approaches for the
manufacturing control that are also related to multi-criteria
decision-making support can be found in the literature1 .
The paper’s propositions put forward the concept of
improvement contribution to complement a previously developed PMS able to take performance interactions into account.
Formally, the approach is based on the handling of the Choquet Integral (CI) aggregated performance model. Hence,
the paper is organised as follows. We begin first by a summarised state of the art concerning the PMS functionalities
in terms of manufacturing improvement control. The results
of this analysis as well as the assumptions that are necessary for our framework are then discussed. Then, after
having intuitively illustrated the improvement contribution
concept, some notations as well as a generic definition of
the improvement contribution notion are proposed in “The
improvement contribution quantification” section. We will
focus on the quantification of the improvement contribution,
even if the background on the specificities of the CI performance aggregation model is presented in Appendix 1. The
aim of “Intelligent control using the improvement contribution” section is to highlight the use of the improvement
contribution. The improvement contribution hence becomes
1
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an interactive element with a decision-maker for his improvement control. A simplified procedure is proposed in this
sense. “Case study” section is dedicated to an improvement problem submitted by the Fournier Company. In this
industrial case, the improvement contributions are quantified,
respectively a priori and a posteriori of the improvement
enactment. The a priori quantification is used in to plan the
mono-criterion performances to achieve while the a posteriori quantification is used to make a diagnosis and reward
the teams according to the achieved results. Finally some
perspectives for further works are suggested.

State of the art and research assumptions
The performance measurement systems
The PMS’s were introduced, in the mid-eighties, in order
to integrate the numerous performance indicators that were
progressively defined in manufacturing companies, into an
overall multi-criteria framework (Globerson 1985; Neely
et al. 1995; Kaplan and Norton 1996). The aim of the PMS’s
was to handle, define and quantify performances that were
only financial and computed through Taylorian ratios (Johnson 1975). PMS’s have been commonly defined as being a
set of performance measures that are organised in order to
handle the strategy of the company throughout the executive processes (Ghalayini et al. 1997; Kocaoğlu et al. 2013).
The main PMS functionalities concern the quantification of
both the efficiency and effectiveness of the improvement
actions (Neely et al. 1995) and the performance processes
monitoring, in addition to the accounting, the performance
diagnosis, the team motivation enhancement and communications improvement (Waggoner et al. 1999). Among the
numerous PMS’s frameworks and models that have been
proposed in the literature (Nudurupati et al. 2011; Shah
et al. 2016), we consider hereafter the propositions that are
more or less concerned with the improvement of overall performances. Knowing that all these propositions handle the
overall, multi-criteria and interacting aspects of the performance, a summarised description of each PMS will allow us
to have an idea of the pieces of information or functionalities
that are provided for the overall performance improvement.
Neely and his team expose the general PMS principles
in the Process Based Approach (PBA) (Bourne et al. 2000;
Waggoner et al. 1999). In this framework, interactions are
viewed as links between result indicators (that inform the
management about the objectives achievement) and process
indicators (that aid the management to control the launched
actions). The supplied improvement performance information consists of numerical quantified objectives and measures
in both the result and process indicators. The main PBA functionality in the performance improvement field can be seen

through a type of network that links, throughout the improvement process, in a cognitive way, the achieved results with
the in-progress actions.
The IDPMS (Integrated Dynamic Performance Measurement System) (Ghalayini 1996; Ghalayini et al. 1997)
proposes a framework for controlling the performance
improvement in a progressive way (Schneidermann 1988).
Two types of interactions are identified, between the socalled Key Success Factors indicators and the Key Process
Factors indicators. The subordination link is a vertical interaction between the indicators of different management levels
(strategic, improvement and operational). The influence link
is a horizontal interaction (positive or negative) between
the indicators of a given management level. A performance
aggregation model is proposed for quantifying the subordination link. The influence links are seen as “gains” or
“losses” of given indicators with regards to others, for a
given level (e.g. a given indicator increase of x% is a consequence of an increase of y% on another indicator). For a given
improvement, the IDPMS supplies, on the one hand, both
numerical quantified objectives and measures, for each indicator of the PMS, and, on the other hand, the set of numerical
gains or losses according to the set of indicators. The main
IDPMS functionality is thus a cause-effect model linking
the improvement actions and the set of interacting indicators. Moreover, we want to mention that Ghalayini’s team
has highlighted, for the first time, the notion of impact of one
performance versus another.
The famous BSC (Balanced Scorecard) (Kaplan and Norton 1992) has been introduced as a strategic management
tool that describes a company according to four performance
axes (Financial, Customer, Internal Processes, Learning and
Growth). The company strategy is deployed under a set of
BSC’s, up to the operational decision level, and according to the different business units. At the operational level,
an “initiative”, namely an action, is systemically associated
with each objective and thus each indicator. The interactions,
between the initiatives, are defined and cognitively handled
in the “strategic map” (Kaplan and Norton 1996). Moreover,
a temporal break-down of the long-term objectives is proposed in the BSC, associating in this sense a set of “targets”
for each objective. These targets are defined at specific milestones. Objectives, measures and targets are thus numerically
quantified. The main improvement functionalities of the BSC
are respectively the deployment of the strategy up to the initiative definitions, the temporal break-down of the objectives
and the axes interaction identification.
In another way, the QMPMS (Quantified Models for Performance Measurement System) (Bititci 2001; Suwignjo and
Bititci 2000) proposes to quantify the company multi-criteria
performance in a normalised way. The cognitive map tool is
used for representing respectively “self-interactions”, “hierarchical” interactions and “mutual” interactions, between

indicators. The weight of each indicator, with regards to
the overall performance, is thus deduced, independently first
and then conjointly with the other indicators. Elementary
and aggregated normalised performances (called “quantified” performances by the authors) are provided thanks to
the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) method (Saaty 2000).
This normalisation is based on a questionnaire for the gathering of expert knowledge. The main QMPMS functionality
is a formal unified framework for expressing both monocriterion interacting performances and overall performances
in an aggregative way. However, the use of the proposed
framework in an improvement context is not highlighted.
Incidentally, by subscribing to the QMDPMS and the
BSC philosophies, our previous works have focused on an
aggregation performance model. In (Clivillé et al. 2007),
a systemic view of a PMS was proposed, leading to a
break-down of overall multi-criteria objectives into elementary mono-criterion objectives. A performance quantification
mechanism was proposed. In a similar logic as AHP, monocriterion and multi-criteria performances are normalised
thanks to the MACBETH (Multi Attractiveness Categorical based Evaluation TecHnique) method (Bana e Costa
et al. 2012). Mutual interactions between criteria are taken
into account thanks to the CI operator (Grabisch 1996).
The performance quantification is done in an interactive
way with the expert. The main functionality of this PMS
is a formal unified framework for quantifying both monocriterion interacting performances and overall performance.
Such a framework has been used to optimising performance
improvement by quantifying efficacy and efficiency of the
improvement (Berrah et al. 2011).
Research assumptions
Let us recall that we look, in this study, for information
about the contribution of the improvement of one or a set
of mono-criterion performance(s) on the improvement of the
overall performance. From this view, according to the previous PMS’s state of the art, we highlight the following key
points:
• the overall, multi-criteria and interaction aspects of the
performance are well-admitted;
• the provided performance pieces of information are
numerically quantified;
• the weight of a mono-criterion performance in the overall performance is dealt with either in a cognitive way
(PBA, BSC, IDPMS) or through a performance aggregation model (QMPMS, our proposition).
The aim of this work is to quantify the improvement contribution notion as introduced before. We make two major

assumption families in this sense. The first assumption family concerns the performance quantification and the second
assumption family concerns the PDCA improvement cycle.
From the performance quantification point of view, four
assumptions are at the origin of the used framework.
(A1) The manufacturing performances are numerically quantified on [0,1].
(A2) The multi-criteria performance is overall and thus
broken-down into a vector of mono-criterion performances.
(A3) The multi-criteria performance is quantified by aggregating the mono-criterion performances.
(A4) The mono-criterion performances are interacting.
From the performance improvement point of view, five
assumptions are made.
(A5) The improvement cycle evolves throughout a series of
states. In particular, state A identifies the beginning of
an improvement cycle (i.e.a new iteration of it). State
B identifies the end of the cycle (i.e. the considered
iteration). Intermediate states can exist between A and
B (during the Do-step).
(A6) A state is described by the vector of corresponding
mono-criterion performances as well as the overall performance.
(A7) The performance improvement is introduced as being
the gap between two successive performances that are
associated with the corresponding states.
(A8) The improvement performance is always positive, possibly null.
(A9) By subscribing to the PDCA cycle, the performance
pieces of information are provided in the Check step
and used in the Act step.

Fig. 1 Mono-criterion performances and associated improvement values for a WAM

Fig. 2 Mono-criterion performance improvement contributions for a
WAM

The improvement contribution quantification
In this section, we begin by giving an illustration of the
improvement contribution. Thus, we state some definitions
and notations and then we present our proposition.
Illustration of the improvement contribution notion
By considering the previous assumptions, let us see an intuitive illustration of the improvement contribution notion.
In the following example, mono-criterion performances of
state A and their respective associated improvements that
are achieved in state B are seen in Fig. 1.
Let us imagine that we want to quantify the contribution
of a given mono-criterion performance improvement to the
overall performance improvement, at the end of the considered iteration. By using the Weighted Arithmetic Mean

(WAM), the overall performance is the result of the weighted
sum of the mono-criterion performances. Hence, the contribution of the improvement of a mono-criterion performance
is no more than the product of such an improvement by the
weight of the associated mono-criterion performance (see
Fig. 2).
We choose to develop the improvement contribution concept in the same logic of this example, for a CI performance
aggregation model that handles the interactions between the
performances (beyond the weights). The aim is to make the
quantification as simple as for the WAM.
A definition for the improvement contribution
Let N be the set of the mono-criterion performances that are
involved in the considered improvement cycle (|N | = n).

Let E i be the universe of discourse ([0,1] in our case) of the
mono-criterion performance piα i = 1 to n at state α (of
the series of the improvement
cycle states (cf. assumption

(A5) §2.2). Let P α = p1α ... pnα be the corresponding monocriterion performances vector (cf. assumption
(A2)
§ 2.2).

 A
A
A

denote P = p1 . . . pn and P B =
 BWe respectively

B
p1 . . . pn the mono-criterion performance vectors that
correspond to states A and B, of the considered improvement. The gap between these performances (cf. assumption
(A7) § 2.2) is respectively denoted piA→B = piB − piA and
A→B = p B − p A , with p B ≥ p A and p B ≥ p A
p Ov.
Ov.
Ov.
i
i
Ov.
Ov.
(cf. assumption (A8) § 2.2).
Let C KA→B be the improvement contribution of a subset K
(K ⊂ N and |K | = k) of mono-criterion performances to the
overall performance improvement. From a general point of
view, we consider the quantification of such an improvement
contribution as being a relation depending upon K , P A and
P B . When the aggregation operator is the WAM:
C KA→B =

k
i=1



wi piB − piA

(1)

where wi are the weights of the
 mono-criterion performances
to the overall performance ( wi = 1).
But as we have mentioned before, the quantification of
C KA→B is based on a performance aggregation model that
handles the interactions between the mono-criterion performances. According to previous works and to the assumptions
(A3, A4) given in § 2.2, the CI operator is considered here.
For the sake of reading ease, the basics of this aggregation
operator are recalled in Appendix 1. Two forms of CI are
used, the initial form that highlights the interactions between
the mono-criterion performances, and the piecewise linear
form that is similar to the WAM writing.
Improvement contribution quantification
The quantification of the improvement contribution will
concern the improvement from state A to state B of the
considered improvement. However, the use of the CI performance aggregation model, in its piecewise linear form,
can require the introduction of intermediate states between
A and B (see Appendix 1 and assumption (A5) cf. § 2.2).
In order to introduce our model, we choose to distinguish
three cases, two particular cases and the general case:
• All the mono-criterion performance improvement contributions are considered, |K | = n.
• Only one mono-criterion performance improvement contribution is considered, |K | = 1.
• Several mono-criterion performance improvement contributions are considered, 1 ≤ |K | ≤ n.

Note that the propositions are illustrated by examples that
are extracted from the case study of this work (§ 5).
Quantification of C KA→B for K = N
A→B = p B − p A
In this case, C NA→B = p Ov.
Ov.
Ov.

Example 1 Let us consider the CI aggregation model whose
coefficients are given in Table 1. Let us consider the case
where P A = (0.6, 0.55, 0.2, 0.35) and P B = (0.6, 0.7, 0.5,
0.5). The associated overall performances are obtained by
A = 0.364, p B = 0.555.
using (4) (See Appendix 1): p Ov.
Ov.
A→B
B
A
So C N
= p Ov. − p Ov. = 0.555 − 0.364 = 0.191.
Quantification of C KA→B for |K | = 1
We consider here the quantification of only one improvement contribution when many mono-criterion performances
are improved. It raises some questions because CI is not fully
but only piecewise linear. Hence, the improvement contribution cannot be obtained, in the same way as using a WAM
(1). However, by considering intermediate states between A
and B, which correspond to linear form of CI, C KA→B will
be obtained by making the sum of the improvement contributions that are achieved throughout all the considered
states, between A and B. For the sake of simplicity, let us
denote α, . . . , β the intermediate states between A and B,
β→B
and wiA→α . . . wi
the corresponding weights of the linear form of CI, then we have :
β→B

C KA→B = C KA→α + · · · + C K




β→B
β
= wiA→α piα − piA + · · · + wi
piB − pi
(2)
Note that such a vision amounts to knowing the intermediate
states between A and B.
Example 2 Let us consider again the preceding example
where the mono-criterion performances are improved, from
state A, P A = (0.6, 0.55, 0.2, 0.35) to state B, P B =
(0.6, 0.7, 0.5, 0.5). In addition, we consider the intermediate states α and β: P α = (0.6, 0.55, 0.35, 0.35), P β =
(0.6, 0.6, 0.5, 0.35).
Between state A and state α, the mono-criterion performances weights become2 : w1 = 0.05, w2 = 0.4, w3 =
0.525, w4 = 0.025.
Between state α and stateβ, the mono-criterion performances weights become: w1 = 0.05, w2 = 0.4, w3 =
0.275, w4 = 0.275.
2

The CI parameters are given in Table 1, the computation of the weights
is given in Appendix 1.

Table 1 CI coefficients for the
Fournier Company case

φ1

φ2

φ3

φ4

I12

I13

I34

Others Ii j

0.30

0.25

0.30

0.15

0.30

0.20

0.25

0

CI coefficients

Between state β and state B, the mono-criterion performances weights become: w1 = 0.35, w2 = 0.1, w3 =
0.275, w4 = 0.275. Thus,
α→β

C1A→B = C1A→α + C1
β→B

+C1

= 0.05 × 0 + 0.05 × 0 + 0.35 × 0 = 0,
α→β

C2A→B = C2A→α + C2
β→B

+C2

= 0.05 × 0 + 0.4 × 0.05 + 0.1 × 0.1 = 0.03,
α→β
C3

β→B
C3

=
+
+
= 0.525 × 0.15 +
0.275 × 0.15 + 0.275 × 0 = 0.12 and C4A→B = C4A→α +
α→β
β→B
C4
+ C4
= 0.275 × 0 + 0.275 × 0.15 = 0.041.
Note that C1A→B = 0, since p1 has not been improved
p1B = p1A .
Thus, we can conclude that the improvement of p3A has
mostly contributed to the overall improvement, i.e. 63 % of
the overall improvement.
C3A→B

C3A→α

Quantification of C KA→B for 1 ≤ |K | ≤ n
This case is a generalisation of the previous cases, given
that the improvement contribution of a set on mono-criterion
performances is no more than the sum of the improvement contributions of each mono-criterion performance. The
interactions being handled in the quantification of each
improvement contribution, the overall improvement contribution can be written as an arithmetic sum:
C KA→B =


i∈K

CiA→B

(3)

where CiA→B is the improvement contribution of the monocriterion performance piA to the overall improvement perforA→B .
mance p Ov.
Example 3 Let us consider again the previous example; by
applying (3) the contributions for improving 2 performances
are the following:
A→B
C23
= C2A→B + C3A→B = 0.03 + 0.12 = 0.15
A→B
C24
= C2A→B + C4A→B = 0.03 + 0.041 = 0.071
A→B
C34
= C3A→B + C4A→B = 0.12 + 0.041 = 0.161

Hence, the greatest improvement contribution is obtained
by improving the mono-criterion performances p3A and
n
 A
A
A
p A
i=1 wi pi . Improving p2 and p Ov. =
nOv.  =A
i=1 wi pi contributes less on the overall performance.

Let us note that the case where the intermediate states
between A and B are not known is considered in Appendix
2. This case leads to a range of values for the improvement
contribution instead of a precise value.
In the following section, let us consider how the improvement contribution quantification can be used for intelligent
manufacturing control.

Intelligent control using the improvement
contribution
As well as the PMS pieces of information, the improvement contribution constitutes an interactive element with
a decision-maker. To be more precise, we consider here a
PDCA cycle improvement and imagine that such a cycle is
at the beginning (Plan step) of an iteration, namely state A
(cf. assumption (A5) § 2.2). The reached performances are
A . Let us consider that state B idenrespectively P A and p Ov.
tifies the end of the iteration (Act Step) (cf. assumption (A5)
§ 2.2).
From a general point of view, the improvement contribution constitutes an interacting piece of information that
allows the decision-maker to fix the overall expected performance of state B, the vector of associated mono-criterion
performances, as well as to make a diagnosis about what
happened between the two states, in terms of mono-criterion
performance improvement. Such an improvement contribution can be a decisive piece of information in the choice of the
action plans, according to the decision-maker’s preferences
as well as to the company context (cf. § 1). In this approach,
we assume that the choice of the improvement action plan is
no more than the choice of the mono-criterion performances
to improve.
Let us talk more precisely about what has been developed in this paper. By assuming that the improvement cycle
is at state B, the improvement contribution can inform the
decision-maker about the way this improvement has been
achieved, with regards to the set of mono-criterion performances involved. The available information concerns
the improvement contribution of each mono-criterion performance, separately and jointly with the others, namely
which mono-criterion performance(s), has(ve) been correctly
achieved and what has to be corrected. Note that these pieces
of information can be used as a management tool, by rewarding or congratulating the teams involved in the improvement.
The simplified procedure described hereafter summarises
the operations that cover the intelligent interaction between

the decision-maker and the performance information provided by the considered PMS, for a given iteration of PDCA
Cycle (from state A to state B).  
A = CI P
 A according to (4). At
At state A: 1 For P A p Ov.
 
B
= C I P B
state B: 2. For P B , piA→B i = 1 to n p Ov.
according to (4).
A→B = p B − p A
and p Ov.
Ov.
Ov.
Then: CiA→B is quantified according to (2).
Then: C KA→B is quantified according to (3).
Then: the most contributing piA→B and p KA→B are identified.
Let us note that a similar approach can be used in the Planstep, by considering planned values rather than achieved
values, as we will see in the case study described hereafter.

The CI coefficients are given in Table 1.
The top management is aware that the improvement cycle
is complex and depends for a large part on the teams’ involvement. Decision-maker would thus like to obtain some pieces
of information that will allow him to control the improvement
according to three rules:
a priori of the improvement enactment:
• (R1) plan the overall performance improvement in an
as simple as possible way, by inducing as few monocriterion performance improvements as possible;
• (R2) plan the overall performance in an as regular as
possible way throughout the duration of the project; a
posteriori of the improvement enactment:
• (R3) reward the different teams proportionally to the
contribution to the overall improvement. The rewards
are attributed mono-criterion performance by monocriterion performance. In the Company, each monocriterion performance improvement is under the control
of one specific team.

Case study
Background
The case study is issued from the Fournier Company (Thônes,
France), a SME that produces kitchens, bathrooms and storing closets. The Fournier Company is organised into 5
manufacturing sites, which are located in the Haute-Savoie
Region, in France. Such sites have been defined according to the different family products that are manufactured
by the Company, namely the kitchens, the bathrooms and
other storage elements. Moreover, the Company manufactures more than 850,000 items and its weekly production
is 5000 pieces of furniture. The main product remains the
kitchen and is made of about 10 different parts, each part
containing between 10 and 50 pieces. For a kitchen, the manufacturing cycle time is between 2 and 5 weeks.
Our collaboration with the Company has been established
for about fifteen years. Indeed, certified ISO 9001 since
2004, the Company initially implemented a quantified PMS
according to our PMS aggregation model (see Appendix 1).
Besides, the Company has also fully adopted the PDCA cycle
for structuring its improvement approaches. At the beginning of 2011, the company fixed an overall performance
which is related to the increase of its Business turn-over by
about 20 % by the end of 2013. Throughout the 3-year duration of the improvement project, a review was organised,
each semester, thus allowing decision-maker to check each
achieved improvement step, to act and to plan the following
improvement. To clarify, the 4 mono-criterion performances
are presented hereafter.
•
•
•
•

1: the Advertising level.
2: the Product price.
3: the Customer satisfaction.
4: the Retailers number.

Fournier Company improvement contribution
quantification
The Company planned for December 2013 a total achievement, for the overall performance as well as for the 4
mono-criterion performances. The amount of reward is considered to be 10 Ke3 .
The PDCA has been iterated 6 times, each iteration corresponding to a semester:
Semester 1—January–June 2011—state A to state B.
Semester 2—July–December 2011—state B to state C.
Semester 3 – January–June 2012—state C to state D.
Semester 4 – July–December 2012—state D to state E.
Semester 5 – January–June 2013—state E to state F.
Semester 6 – July–December 2013—state F to state G.
A
At state A: P A = (0.6, 0.2, 0.55, 0.35) and p Ov.
=
0.358. In order to handle the planned values, let us introαplanned
duce the following notation: P αplanned and p Ov.
at
state α. Thus, according to (R2), the planned perforBplanned
C planned
mances are respectively: POv.
= 0.5, POv.
=
Dplanned
E planned
F planned
0.6, POv.
= 0.7, POv.
= 0.8, POv.
=
Gplanned
Gplanned

0.9, POv.
= 1 with P
= (1, 1, 1, 1).
A priori of the improvement enactment, decision-maker
looks for the break-down of the overall planned performance
into the mono-criterion planned performances that satisfy
(R1). This problem thus raises a priori of each iteration.
A posteriori of the improvement enactment, decisionmaker looks for information about the contribution of the
3

The exact amount cannot be communicated for confidentiality reasons.

Table 2 Planned and achieved
mono-criterion and overall
performances during the 6
semesters

Initial performance
Achieved performance

Vector of mono-criterion performances

Overall performance

P A = (0.6, 0.2, 0.55, 0.35)
P B = (0.6, 0.51, 0.55, 0.35)
P C = (0.60, 0.51, 0.68, 0.74)

A = 0.358
p Ov.

P D = (0.71, 0.70, 0.68, 0.74)
P E = (0.89, 0.91, 0.68, 0.74)
P F = (0.89, 0.91, 0.93, 0.87)
Planned performance

E = 0.778
p Ov.
F = 0.890
p Ov.

P Bplanned = (0.6, 0.56, 0.5, 0.35)

p Ov.

Bplanned

= 0.5

C planned
p Ov.
Dplanned
p Ov.
E planned
p Ov.
F planned
p Ov.
Gplanned
p Ov.

= 0.6

= (0.72, 0.72, 0.68, 0.74)

P E planned = (0.94, 0.94, 0.68, 0.74)
P F planned = (0.89, 0.91, 0.92, 0.92)
P Gplanned

A priori of the iteration, let us recall that: P A = (0.6, 0.2,
Bplanned
A
0.55, 0.35) and p Ov.
= 0.358. POv.
= 0.5. Then:
A→Bplanned
POv.
= 0.142.
In order to determine P Bplanned , C KA→B are quantified,
Bplanned
beginning by |K | = 1 according to (R1), i.e. for pi
=
1 . Then (see Fig. 3):
If P Bplanned = (1, 0.2, 0.55, 0.35) Then C1A→B = 0.02
If P Bplanned = (0.6, 1, 0.55, 0.35) Then C2A→B = 0.20
If P Bplanned = (0.6, 0.2, 1, 0.35) Then C3A→B = 0.04
If P Bplanned = (0.6, 0.2, 0.55, 1) Then C4A→B = 0.07
The only possibility to improve only one mono-criterion
performance is to improve p2A . Indeed, the minimum value
Bplanned
A→Bplanned
= 0.5, i.e. POv.
= 0.142, is
to have POv.
A→B
A→B
to have Ci
≥ 0.142, i.e. p2
= 0.36 leading to
Bplanned
p2
= 0.56.

D = 0.691
p Ov.

pG
Ov. = 0.939

P Dplanned

Improvement contribution quantification for the 1st
semester

pCOv. = 0.594

P G = (0.95, 0.97, 1, 0.89)
P C planned = (0.6, 0.51, 0.71, 0.71) 0

mono-criterion performance improvement in order to make
his diagnosis and to reward the involved team, according to (R3). This problem thus raises a posteriori of each
iteration. Decision-maker has to define the reward with
regards to the overall improvement cycle. The reward is thus
the ratio between the mono-criterion performance improvement contribution and the overall planned improvement
A→Gplanned
p Ov.
= 1 − 0.358 = 0.642.
During our collaboration with the Fournier Company,
we have handled these two decision-maker requirements
throughout the 6 semesters (see Table 2). For the sake of
illustration, we describe hereafter the work realised for the
1st semester and the 2nd semester.

B = 0.482
p Ov.

= (1, 1, 1, 1)

= 0.7
= 0.8
= 0.9
=1

Fig. 3 P A and P Bplanned for the 1st semester

A posteriori of the iteration, the achieved results are P B =
B = 0.482 (with P A→B =
(0.6, 0.51, 0.55, 0.35) and p Ov.
Ov.
0.124) that is a little lower than the plan value.
According to (R3):
0
C1A→B = 0 then reward = 0.0642
× 10000e= 0e
0.124
A→B
C2
= 0.124 then reward = 0.0642
×10000e= 1903e
0
A→B
C3
= 0 then reward = 0.0642 × 10000e= 0e
0
C4A→B = 0 then reward = 0.0642
× 10000e= 0e
A→B
Moreover, the C2
is the only contributing monocriterion performance while C1A→B , C2A→B and C4A→B do
not contribute to the overall improvement (see Fig. 4).

Improvement contribution quantification for the 2nd
semester
A priori of the iteration, let us recall that: P B = (0.6, 0.51,
C planned
B
0.55, 0.35) and p Ov.
= 0.482 p Ov.
= 0.6. Then:
B→C planned
p Ov.
= 0.118.

Fig. 4 Values of CiA→B for the 1st semester

A posteriori of the iteration, P C = (0.60, 0.51, 0.68,
B→C = 0.114. Decision0.74) and pCOv. = 0.594. Then: POv.
B
maker knows that p3 has been first improved and then p4B .
According to (R3):
0
C1B→C = 0 then reward = 0.0642
× 10000e= 0e
0
B→C
C2
= 0 then reward = 0.0642 × 10000e= 0e
C3B→C = 0.01975 then reward = 0.01975
0.642 × 10000e=
552e
C4B→C = 0.0533 then reward = 0.09225
0.0642 × 10000e=
2577e
C4B→C is the most contributing mono-criterion performance (around 80%) while C3A→B contributed only at 20%
to the overall improvement (see Fig. 6).

Conclusion

Fig. 5 P B and P C planned for the 2nd semester

Fig. 6 Values of CiB→C for the 2nd semester

In order to determine P C planned , C KB→C are quantified,
C planned
beginning by |K | = 2 according to (R1), i.e. for pi∈K
=
1. Then (see Fig. 5):
B→C = 0.216
If P C planned = (1, 1, 0.55, 0.35) Then C12
B→C = 0.144
If P C planned = (1, 0.51, 1, 0.35) Then C13
B→C = 0.086
C
planned

If P
= (1, 0.51, 0.55, 1) Then C14
B→C
C
planned
If P
= (0.6, 1, 1, 0.35) Then C23
= 0.12
B→C
C
planned

If P
= (0.6, 1, 0.55, 1) Then C24
= 0.142
B→C = 0.223
If P C planned = (0.6, 0.51, 1, 1) Then C34
There are many possibilities to improve only 2 monocriterion performances. Decision-maker has chosen to
improve p3B and p4B because they are the most contributing mono-criterion performances. For instance, P C planned =
C planned
C planned
and p4
are
(0.6, 0.51, 0.71, 0.71) where p3
balanced.

In a manufacturing overall performance improvement context, where the overall performance is multi-criteria, we have
defined the improvement contribution concept to be information about the impact that mono-criterion performance
improvements have on the improvement of the overall performance.
By assuming that interactions exist between the involved
mono-criterion performances, the Choquet Integral (CI)
aggregation performance model that has been previously
developed has been the basic of this work. Thus, a quantification of the improvement contribution, for one or several mono-criterion performance improvement(s) has been
proposed. The developed idea was to consider the CI performance aggregation model for highlighting the interaction
and to use it in the same logic as the WAM operator, for
quantifying the mono-criterion performance improvement
contribution.
The relevance of the improvement contribution concept
has been shown through an intelligent procedure that makes it
possible to create interaction between decision-maker and the
performance improvement pieces of information, in particular the improvement contribution information. With regards
to industrial practice, the usefulness of the improvement contribution concept has been already confirmed through its
deployment in a case submitted by the Fournier Company
concerning its Business turn-over performance improvement.
The main perspectives concern on the one hand the integration of the additional functionalities in the management
process, i.e. what and when the different improvement contributions must be computed and how they can be used for
structuring the improvement and motivating the involved
teams. In this sense, works are in-progress concerning the
formal framework of quantification of the improvement contribution.

Appendix 1: Fundamentals of the choquet integral
(CI)
The initial form of the CI operator
To deal with the involved performance interactions, the
CI operators provide powerful aggregation operators. To be
more precise, the CI operators can be seen as an extension of
the WAM operators, and are able to consider not only weights
for mono-criterion performances but in addition weights for
any subset of performances (Grabisch 1996; Labreuche and
Grabisch 2003). However, such a model requires (2n − 2)
parameters in order to take into account the weight of each
possible subset of performances (from 1 to n corresponding
mono-criterion performances). This represents a huge identification task in practice. Hence, more tractable models have
been introduced with a sufficient information level, e.g., the
2-additive CI that only considers weights for pairs of performances (called in that case interactions between 2 (Grabisch
1997). These operators are a kind of compromisebetween

complexity and richness of the model, since only n(n+1)
2
parameters are required. We propose hereafter notation in
accordance with the PMS ones, where piA is a given monocriterion performance (defined on [0,1]) at the state A and
p Aj is another one mono-criterion performance at the same
state A.
2 kinds of coefficients are involved in a 2-additive CIbased aggregation model:
• the weight of each mono-criterion performance in relation to the overall performance by the so-called Shapley

coefficients φi s, that satisfy the condition ni=1 φi = 1
(which is a quasi-natural condition);
• the interaction coefficient of any pair of mono-criterion
performances piA and p Aj , denoted Iij . Iij ranges within
the interval [−1; 1]. The “−1“ value expresses a complete
redundancy between 2 mono-criterion performances,
whereas the “−1“ value means complete complementarity of these mono-criterion performances.
A
Thus, the overall performance p Ov.
aggregated by a 2additive CI is given by (Grabisch 1997):

n

1    A
Ii j ) pi
i=1
2
j =i
 
 
 Ii j  min( p A , p A ) +
 Ii j  max( p A , p A ) (4)
+
i
j
i
j

A
p Ov.
= C I ( P A ) =

(φi −

Ii j >0

with the property

Ii j <0

φi −

1
2

 
 Iij 

j =i

the decision-maker. The handling of this expertise may be
carried out with the MACBETH method in a coherent way
according to the measurement theory (Krantz et al. 1971).
Readers interested in the details of this method can find more
information in (Clivillé et al. 2007, Bana e Costa et al. 2012).
Example 4 As an illustration of the CI performance aggregation model, let us consider the case study of § 5 which
involves 4 mono-criterion performances. Thus, by applying
(4) to this particular case, the overall performance associated
A becomes:
to state p Ov.
A
= 0.05 p1A + 0.1 p2A + 0.075 p3A + 0.025 p4A
p Ov.

+0.3 min( p1A , p2A ) + 0.2 min( p1A , p3A )
+0.25 min( p3A , p4A )
The piecewise linear form of the CI operator
By examining (4), one can see that it is possible to eliminate the min and max operators
by considering
the ranking


of any pair of performances piA , p Aj :
  
 Ii j  min( p A , p A ) +
• When piA > p Aj , the term
i
j
Ii j >0



  
 Ii j  p A +
Ii j max( piA , p Aj ) of (4) becomes
j
Ii j <0
Ii j >0
   A
 Ii j  p ; and we have in this case p A
i
Ov. =
I <0

ij

n

 A
i=1 wi pi

with
wi = φi −

1      
Ii j +
Ii j
2
j =i

Ii j <0

1    1   
= φi −
Ii j +
Ii j
2
2
Ii j >0

  
 Ii j  min( p A , p A ) +
• When piA < p Aj , the term
i
j
Ii j >0



  
 Ii j  p A +
Ii j max( piA , p Aj ) of (4) becomes
i
Ii j <0
Ii j >0

   A
 Ii j  p ; and we have p A = n w  p A p A
i=1 i i
j
Ov.
Ov.
Ii j <0

=

n

 A
i=1 wi pi

wi = φi −

with

1      
Ii j +
Ii j
2
j =i

≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ [1, n] in

order to ensure the monotonicity of the aggregation operator.
Note that the mechanism of determination of the Shapley and interaction coefficients is based on the expertise of

(5)

Ii j <0

Ii j <0

1    1   
= φi −
Ii j +
Ii j
2
2
Ii j >0

(6)

Ii j >0

Example 5 Let us consider again the example 4 corresponding also to example 3 in § 3.3.2

When p1A > p2A > p4A > p3A then w1 = 0.05, w2 =
0.3 + 0.1 = 0.4, w3 = 0.075 + 0.2 + 0.25 = 0.525, w4 =
0.025.
When p1α > p2α > p3α > p4α then
w1 = 0.05, w2 = 0.3 + 0.1 = 0.4,
w3 = 0.075 + 0.2 = 0.275, w4 = 0.025 + 0.25 = 0.275
When p2A > p1A > p3A > p4A then
w1 = 0.05 + 0.3 = 0.35, w2 = 0.1,
w3 = 0.075 + 0.2 = 0.275, w4 = 0.025 + 0.25 = 0.275
This result can be generalized to any Choquet integral beyond
the 2-additive ones (Montmain et al. 2005).

Appendix 2: Improvement contribution
quantification without knowledge of the
intermediate states
In § 3.3, the improvement contribution quantification is
based on the knowledge of the performance ranking changes.
When it is not the case, i.e. the intermediate states between
states A and B are not known, the preceding approach is
not applicable. Nevertheless, it is possible to quantify the
lower and upper values of the improvement contribution,
by maximising, and respectively minimising,
versus piA ,
  
 Ii j  min( p A , p A ) +
the non-linear part of the CI, i.e.
i
j
Ii j >0

  
 Ii j  max( p A , p A ) leading thus to C A→Bup and
i
i
j

Ii j <0

CiA→B low .
Example 6 Let us consider again the preceding example
where the mono-criterion performances improve from P A =
(0.6, 0.55, 0.2, 0.35) to P B = (0.6, 0.7, 0.5, 0.5) . Therefore the upper and lower improvement contributions are
quantified as follows:
C3A→B low = 0.525 × 0.15 + 0.275 × 0.15 = 0.12 and
A→B up
= 0.525 × 0.3 = 0.1575
C3
A→B up
=
C4A→B low = 0.025 × 0.15 = 0.00375 and C4
0.275 × 0.15 = 0.04125
In this case, whatever the improvement way the contribution of improving p3A notation is much higher than improving
p4A notation.
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